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Visit Website The Jenniesâ€”military biplanesâ€”were modified for government airmail service with extra
fuel tanks, a different engine, and a hopper for mail. In fact, the very first U. Post Office Department airmail
flight on May 15, ended in disaster. These are examples of the very first U. Naturally, a great deal of
correspondence was exchanged before â€”the United States Post Office Department was established in â€”but
those letters were mostly paid for by the receiver. Benjamin Franklin , who along with George Washington
graced the first stamps, has a fascinating history with the post, filled with intrigue. In , upon his return from
England, Franklin was named postmaster general of the independent colonies by the Continental Congress.
But long before, the Crown had named him postmaster general of the American colonies in , a post he shared
with William Hunter. It was levied on American paper used for legal, official or everyday useful documents:
While the money demanded by the act was quite low and the act was repealed the following year, the damage
was done. The colonies were incensed at the notion that they could be taxed by anyone outside their elected
assemblies. Mob violence and intimidation followed, forcing stamp tax collectors to resign their positions and
driving away ships carrying stamp papers at seaports. Colonial orators, like Patrick Henry , as well as
newspapers, seized on the issue of English tyranny taking the form of taxation without representation, building
the wave to revolution some 10 years later. Between , when Congress established federally standardized rates
for postage and , when the first federal postage stamps were produced, postmasters in counties and cities
within the 29 states issued their own provisional stamps. Postmasters got creative with the designs. For
example, the St. Louis provisional stamps display the image of two bears holding the United States coat of
arms between them. Of particular interest are such provisional stamps from Alexandria, which was retroceded
to the state of Virginia from the District of Columbia in these years. While the stamps were printed under
President Ulysses S. Grant , their issue was conceived in , during the fraught days after Andrew Jackson had
been impeached, but still held on to power. Highly controversial and discontinued after one year, these were
the first U. The pictorials are also the first example of a printing error by the Post Office Department. To print
in more than one color, each color had to be printed separately; the careless placing of several sheets upside
down in the press resulted in the first American invert errors. It was the first time a transatlantic telephone line
was used to purchase a lot at an auction. Collectors love these stamps for both the rarity of their survival, as
well as their fanciful numerals. In that film, where a Hawaiian Missionary stamp plays a key part in the
intrigue, its value is 3 cents, but there was no such thing as a 3-cent Missionary, only 2-cent, 5-cent and cent.
One Express rider, traveling east through Nevada in , disappeared. Two covers from his mailbag, which was
recovered two years later, survive to this day and bear the handwritten words: Because these stamps were
printed in two colors, the opportunity was ripe for error, and pictorials on the sheets of the 1, 2 and 4-cent
denominations were inverted. McKinley was shot twice at close range by anarchist Leon Czolgosz as he
greeted admirers at the fair. Between and , the Post Office released a series of Americana stamps, four of
which depicted light sources. In , nine CIA agents who noticed the error, purchased the sheet with the 95
remaining stamps at the post office in Mclean, Virginia the post office had unknowingly sold the other five to
be used as everyday postage. Each of the agents kept one stamp for themselves. A scandal soon followed, and
the agency demanded that the agents return the stamps or face termination they had been purchased with
taxpayer money, after all. Four agents returned their stamps, four quit or were terminated, and one agent
claimed they had lost theirs and kept their job. Only 56 of these stamps are known to be in existence. The
NYSE was unofficially created on May 17, , when 24 stock brokers signed the Buttonwood Agreement, which
stated that the brokers could only trade with each other and that they were to earn a commission of 0. It was
signed outside of 68 Wall Street, under a buttonwood tree. We strive for accuracy and fairness. Twice a week
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Louis was one of eleven U. Moreover, none of the ten other cities produced a provisional stamp design so
ambitious in its visual content its homespun artistic realization notwithstanding. The use of provisionals
ceased in the U. The following notice appeared in the Missouri Republican on November 5, Wimer, the
postmaster, has prepared a set of letter stamps, or rather marks, to be put upon letters, indicating that the
postage has been paid. In this he has copied after the plan adopted by the postmaster of New York and other
cities. These stamps are engraved to represent the Missouri Coat of Arms, and are five and ten cents. They are
so prepared that they may be stuck upon a letter like a wafer and will prove a great convenience to merchants
and all those having many letters to send post paid, as it saves all trouble of paying at the post-office. They
will be sold as they are sold in the East, viz.: Sixteen five-cent stamps and eight ten-cent stamps for a dollar.
We would recommend merchants and others to give them a trial. Design, production and usage[ edit ] The
stamps owe the name "bears" to the image that appears upon them: A third bear is discernible within the disc
in the bottom-left quadrant , which also contains a crescent moon and a sketch of the US Coat of arms. Salus
populi suprema lex esto Let the well-being of the people be the highest law. The Bears were printed from a
copper plate of six images arranged in two vertical rows of three, made by a local engraver, J. Louis plate was
twice modified. Louis postmaster was entirely optional, and they never became very popular. The writer has
examined a number of files of letters written from St. Louis in , and without finding a single stamp thereon.
Research[ edit ] The first known listing of St. Louis Bears in philatelic literature occurred in , but few
examples of these stamps were known until , when a porter in the Louisville Kentucky courthouse found a
trove of St. Louis Bears while burning waste papers in the furnace. At that time, Mekeel could write "No
stamps in the world have commanded the price that certain of the stamps of St. Examples on other paper types
are more costly still.
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Encuentra The History of the Postage Stamps of the St. Louis Postmaster, (Classic Reprint) de Charles Haviland
Mekeel (ISBN:) en Amazon. EnvÃos gratis a partir de 19â‚¬.
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stock sur blog.quintoapp.com Achetez neuf ou d'occasion blog.quintoapp.com - The History of the Postage Stamps of
the St. Louis Postmaster, (Classic Reprint) - Charles Haviland Mekeel - Livres.
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The first two printings of the St. Louis provisional produced 2, 5Â¢ stamps, 3, 10Â¢ stamps and 1, 20Â¢ stamps; the
final printing probably added 1, 5Â¢ stamps and 1, 10Â¢ stamps, making a grand total of 9, provisionals produced.
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